
OPR, Circ. 230, & Teleconference
Outline: Reason for Paranoia?

By Kip Dellinger

Having spent what surely amounts to way too many
hours writing and speaking about the written advice
provisions of Circular 230 (sections 10.35 and 10.37,
effective June 21, 2005), I was both interested in and
dismayed to read the outline of Circular 230 prepared by
Carolyn Hinchman Gray1 for a presentation during an
IRS-sponsored phone forum in Michigan on June 21, 2005
(Doc 2005-13608 or 2005 TNT 120-20).

Recently there has been just a bit of attention paid to
the ‘‘written advice’’ provisions of Circular 230. In fact, to
the more casual observer, the behavior and comments in
the practitioner community may — on occasion — have
appeared to border on at least mild paranoia.

The IRS response, particularly the Office of Profes-
sional Responsibility (OPR) but also including comments
from Chief Counsel Donald Korb, has repeatedly advised
practitioners to use ‘‘common sense’’ in evaluating and
applying the covered opinion provisions to everyday tax
advice. The views of OPR Director Cono Namorato and
Assistant Director Steve Whitlock have been quite con-
sistent regarding the application of common sense in
implementation of the rules.2 Consequently, it was with
significant dismay that I read the example (p. 7 of the
outline) of how the covered opinion standards ‘‘operate’’
in Gray’s presentation referenced above.

The example addresses an e-mail memo to a client
suggesting the accelerated purchase of an SUV into 2004
to qualify for the ‘‘higher bonus/179 deduction’’ (it is
essentially stipulated in the example that the business use
is not at issue). In the example, the OPR concludes that
the advice given has as a significant purpose the avoidance
or evasion of a federal tax. However, it then concludes that

the advice given is not covered advice (that is, a ‘‘reliance
opinion’’ under the rules) because it is not a significant
federal tax issue.

The rationale for that conclusion is that the IRS would
not have a reasonable basis for successfully challenging
the tax treatment of the item (that is, the accelerated
acquisition and related deduction). In my opinion, how-
ever well-intended (and even supportable) that interpre-
tation is, one is left thinking the paranoia surrounding
the covered opinion standards might not be too far
misplaced.3

Evaluating those types of common and fundamentally
business-driven transactions that merely reflect congres-
sionally created tax incentives under the ‘‘significant
purpose’’ rules and then seeking to eliminate them under
the significant federal tax issue provision reminds me of
a (former) girlfriend who would admonish me in discuss-
ing our different political views that ‘‘you really don’t
want to go there.’’ The problem, of course, is the Alice in
Wonderland ‘‘it is anything I want it to be’’ nondefinition
of significant purpose. As I’ve stated before,4 an overly
expansive definition of significant purpose eradicates the
‘‘substantial authority’’ standard still appropriate for
penalty protection under section 6662 outside the tax
shelter arena. And while the tax shelter definition was
expanded in 1997 to include entities, investment plans, and
arrangements with a significant purpose being the avoid-
ance or evasion of income tax, it is arguable that while
Congress may have intended a broad interpretation of
significant, Congress did not intend nearly so broad a
definition of entity, investment plan, or arrangement,
thus dragging into the mix transactions that normally
arise in the course of a taxpayer’s business or investment

1Technical adviser to the director of the OPR.
2That of course has not stopped the knee-jerk reaction of the

enormous number of tax professionals — branding their e-mails
and those of their most lowly employees with language that
says ‘‘if you get penalized we ain’t responsible for anything
we’ve ever told you in email.’’

3It is somewhat akin to the old joke ‘‘just because you’re
paranoid, it doesn’t mean they’re not out to getcha.’’ The author
does not believe that is the intention of the OPR. However, the
Circular 230 provisions define ‘‘significant’’ with respect to
‘‘federal tax issue’’ as meaning the IRS would have a reasonable
basis for mounting a challenge to the treatment of the item at
issue. Longstanding belief among the tax bar and CPA tax
practitioners is that reasonable basis (for example, for purposes of
section 6662 penalty protection with disclosure) has a 15 percent
to 25 percent possibility of success on the merits if the taxpayer’s
treatment of the item is challenged by the IRS. Flipping those
words — ‘‘reasonable basis’’ — then implies that the IRS has a
relatively low threshold to meet in characterizing a federal tax
issue as ‘‘significant.’’ I am not certain, based on the record to
date, that the IRS intended for those words to mean the same in
Circular 230 with respect to its positions as it has long meant to
the tax practitioner community.

4See Kip Dellinger, ‘‘Circular 230: A ‘Clarification’ That
Muddies the Waters,’’’ Tax Notes, June 13, 2005, p. 1439, and
‘‘CPA Criticizes Circular 230 Rules,’’ Tax Notes, May 30, 2005, p.
1196.

Kip Dellinger, CPA, is senior tax partner at Kallman
and Co. LLP, Los Angeles, and the author of Federal
Tax Practice Standards (CCH, Tax Practice and Proce-
dure Commentaries Library).
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activities. Put another way perhaps, a tax shelter has
meaning and that meaning does not comprehend tax
advantageous treatment or characterization of transac-
tions arising in the ordinary course of business or the
administration of one’s personal financial affairs.5

That is no small point, because if significant purpose
does not reach those types of transactions a great deal of
time and energy will be saved for tax practitioners, the
sinkhole into which clients pour inordinate amounts of
fees for advice will fill less rapidly, the IRS and OPR will
not get distracted by clutter in enforcing the standards
when they should be enforced, and malpractice attorneys
will have less of a field day pursuing penalty assessment
litigation on behalf of clients of practitioners who may or
may not have complied6 with the standards.

Let me suggest that just perhaps the OPR and Treasury
might want to rethink how far they want to carry the
rules — rules that were essentially written in response to
a rather small segment of the tax profession that engaged
in egregious conduct in rather small (but admittedly
large dollar) opinion areas. Narrowing the scope of ‘‘plan
or arrangement’’ will not be the end of the world for the
government. Moreover, Treasury could always return to
a broader scope if it discovers that abuses are occurring.

What should that scope be? Clearly that should be the
subject of a discussion between Treasury and the practi-
tioner community, and Treasury should open an ear to
the comments and criticisms of the thousands of every-
day tax practitioners who really have not had much of a
voice in commenting on the covered opinion standards to
date (mostly because they did not comprehend the reach
of the reliance opinion standard).

One example I have given in discussions of the written
advice standard is a situation in which a CPA is engaged
to advise a client on the section 41 research tax credit. An
opinion regarding the applicability of the credit to the
client’s actual, everyday business activities, because the
congressionally contemplated purpose of the credit is
avoidance of tax, is not a covered opinion under the
principal purpose standard. It should also not be a
significant purpose reliance opinion because it is advice
regarding transactions undertaken in the ordinary course
of the taxpayer’s business.

Now, let’s add to the mix that the CPA is also engaged
to assist the client in ‘‘capturing the maximum possible
amount of costs’’ for purposes of claiming the credit.
Does that additional activity mandate covered opinion
status for a report setting forth the costs to be claimed? I
don’t think so. The transactions are still ordinary course

of business transactions and the CPA is assisting the
client in capturing costs. Moreover, it is arguable that all
costs for which there is ‘‘substantial authority’’ may be
captured without rising to covered opinion status (that is,
penalty protection is available for less than a ‘‘more likely
than not’’ position) because the requisite ‘‘entity, invest-
ment plan, or arrangement’’ does not exist.

Let’s now go one step further. The client instead
engages you to provide advice regarding the formation of
a joint venture that will conduct the activities and allocate
(perhaps ‘‘specially’’) the various deduction and credits
attributable to the research and development activities.
Covered opinion status? Absolutely! And seemingly that
is the type of transaction that triggered the need (with
which I have repeatedly agreed) for the covered opinion
standards. That falls into the ‘‘entity’’ scope under sig-
nificant purpose.

Suppose some entity already exists and a joint venture
is proposed with that other entity? Still absolutely! That
falls within the plan or investment plan or other arrange-
ment scope under significant purpose.

The foregoing analysis is an attempt to take that
common-sense approach to the written advice standards.7
Clearly, the interpretation given in the above analysis is
open to debate and discussion.

But, importantly, it is a debate that has not occurred in
the broader practitioner community8 and deserves to be
undertaken for the benefit of both the everyday tax
practitioner community that does not operate in the
stratosphere of U.S. tax practice or with IRS personnel
that interact with that type of practitioner. We can hope
that, for the thousands of ‘‘smaller’’ practitioners and
their clients, some broad relief will be forthcoming.
Surely it was not the intention of either Treasury or the

5Part of the problem here, of course, is the seeming paranoia
(perhaps deserved) on the part of Treasury and the IRS that
those tax practitioners who so ably and aggressively ‘‘parsed’’
the tax law and their opinions will use even the smallest
opportunity to return to the halcyon days of the abusive tax
shelter. Considering the fallout from the last round of attempts
to ‘‘game’’ the system, there is considerable sentiment that ‘‘we
get the message, Mr. Commissioner,’’ and that the legal and CPA
professions recognized the professional downside of sordid
conduct.

6In the eyes of a judge or jury, as opposed to those of the IRS,
which may never raise the issue.

7Perhaps for small and sole tax practitioners, the most
troublesome area in evaluating written advice standards will be
the partnership arena, in which thousands upon thousands of
entities exist that are not even close to ‘‘tax shelters’’ or even
‘‘avoidance’’ entities. One might be surprised at the volume of
written advice given in that arena by those practitioners, not
necessarily because they engage in ‘‘sheltering’’ activities, but
because the tax practitioner wants all members informed re-
garding tax advice and also because of the possibility of a
member raising a conflict of interest issue. I have suggested a
general rule of thumb for everyday, non-tax-shelter partner-
ships that suggests that ordinary business-driven tax ‘‘items’’
that arise on which written advice is given is section 10.37
‘‘other written advice’’ governed by the longstanding ‘‘substan-
tial authority’’ penalty insulation test of section 6662. On the
other hand, though, any advice regarding an item that may be
allocated different from the default provision of the partnership
agreement or any item arising from activity out of the ordinary
course of business of the partnership should be carefully
evaluated under the covered opinion standards (for reliance
opinion status).

8The whole concept of covered opinions and other written
advice flew right over the heads of thousands of tax practitio-
ners across the land. Great intellectual discussion and debate
took place among academia, the large law firms, and very large
CPA firms. But the everyday CPA practitioner (and they do give
lots of written advice) was essentially unaware that the debate
was even taking place, let alone participating in it.
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IRS to expose those practitioners to discipline for techni-
cal violations of, or perhaps worse, to expose them to
malpractice claims for failure to adhere to highly techni-
cal interpretations of, the Circular 230 written advice
standards. Simply saying ‘‘use common sense’’ may not
be anywhere near enough to prevent harm, and they
deserve more.

Deference and the American Jobs
Creation Act of 2004

By Irving Salem1

Introduction

Consider this a heads up on a novel deference issue.
The significant litigating advantage a government

agency or the legislature has over its citizens due to the
judicial deference doctrine was underscored by the Su-
preme Court in the recent eminent domain2 and the
broadband cable cases.3 Herein follows a brief review of
taxpayer-friendly deference rules that might alter the
playing field, especially as it relates to guidance under
certain incentive provisions of the American Jobs Cre-
ation Act of 2004 (the Jobs Act).

The Competing Deference Rules
The IRS and Treasury have issued guidance on several

provisions of the Jobs Act designed to stimulate certain
behavior on the part of taxpayers, including section 965
(relating to dividends from controlled foreign corpora-
tions that are used in U.S.) and section 199 (relating to
U.S. manufacturing). Commentators are generally
pleased with the guidance — as well they should be —
yet have raised serious doubts on a number of substan-
tive policy issues.4

1Robert Kao, a summer associate at Latham & Watkins (not
licensed to practice law in any jurisdiction), was extremely
helpful in preparing this article.

2Kelo v. City of New London, 545 U.S. 10 (2005) (‘‘Without
exception, our cases have defined that concept [of public pur-
pose] broadly, reflecting our longstanding policy of deference to
legislative judgments in this field.’’).

3Nat’l Cable & Telecomm. Ass’n v. Brand X Internet Services, 545
U.S. 8 (2005) (‘‘The Chevron framework governs our review of
the [Federal Communication] Commission’s construction [be-
cause] Congress has delegated to the Commission the authority
to ‘execute and enforce’ the Communications Act . . . and to
‘prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary in the
public interest to carry out the provisions’ of the Act.’’).

4For example, the NYSBA submitted a paper entitled ‘‘The
Temporary Dividends Received Deduction: Further Issues for
Discussion,’’ Tax Notes, June 13, 2005, p. 1419, wherein it raised
at least four substantive issues on which it believed the guid-
ance in Notices 2005-10 and 2005-38 got it wrong (e.g., the
limitation of a deductible dividend to U.S. dollars and foreign
currency, the lack of an adjustment for foreign taxes, and the
failure to offset related-party indebtedness for indebtedness of
any related person to the CFC). One example regarding section
199 is the comment letter on behalf of the Software Coalition
claiming that Notice 2005-14 should have applied section 199 to
software maintenance contracts. See Doc 2005-7517, 2005 TNT
72-24. More recently, members of the ABA Section of Taxation
requested a wide range of procedural and substantive changes

Irving Salem is of counsel to Lathan & Watkins,
New York.
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